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Abstract
Agriculture is the foundation of Malaysia’s economy in addition to other government-focused industries. The
trend of its contribution to the gross domestic product (GDP) has fluctuated from year to year. The highest value
was 28.8% in 1970; this reduced to 7.5% in 2007, rose slightly to 7.7% in 2009, and then decreased to 7.3% in
2010. However, the value is still high compared with other developed countries, the value of which is typically
only within the range of 1% to 3%. This fluctuating trend is related to several factors both globally and locally,
such as disease and diminishing resources. Despite the constraints and challenges faced by the agricultural
industry, the quality of the produce has to be maintained, while solutions to the current problems are sought.
Thus, this article discusses the possibility of using the technique of Magnetic Induction Tomography (MIT) in
the agricultural industry for application in a fruit-grading system, the early detection of basal stem rot disease in
palm oil trees, and resin identification inside a karas (gaharu) tree.
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1. Introduction
Agricultural industries have become fundamental to the economic growth of developing countries in the world,
including Malaysia and her neighboring South East Asian countries of Thailand, Indonesia, Laos, Vietnam,
Cambodia, The Philippines, Myanmar, and East Timorwith the exclusion of Singapore and Brunei.For Malaysia,
even though agriculture is the foundation of the economy, the trend of its contribution to gross domestic product
(GDP) fluctuates from year to year. Statistics have shown that the highest recorded value was in 1970 at 28.8%.
This then decreased to 7.5% in 2007, rose slightly to 7.7% in 2009, and then dropped again to 7.3% in 2010
(Malaysia, 2010). This trend might be due to both global issues (global market price) and local factors (diseases,
reduction of resources and government policy). Despite the challenges and apart from the actual quantity, a
reduction in the quality of the agricultural produce cannot be tolerated, because quality will ensure that the
produce is competitive, especially when entering theglobal market stream.
This article focuses on the potential of Magnetic Induction Tomography (MIT) imaging modality in improving,
upgrading, and solving the problems existing in this industry. The scope of thestudyisthe application on MIT to
the Harumanis fruit-grading system, the early detection of basal stem rot disease in palm oil trees,and resin
detection inside a karas (gaharu) tree. It is hoped that MIT, through its non-invasive and contact-less technique,
will provide the opportunity for improving the quality of agricultural fruit produce, reduce losses in investment
by providing accurate early detection data on basal stem rot disease in palm oil trees, and preserve the natural
forest through implementation of a “scanned-before-cut” technique in the karas industry.
2. Magnetic Induction Tomography (MIT)
MIT is a relatively new modality in tomography research, which falls within the family of passive
imaging,together with Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT), Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT), and
Magnetostatic Permeability Tomography (MPT) (Soleimani, 2008). MIT, which has been applied in both
industrial processes and the medical field, is a contact-less technique for reconstructing an image of the
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distribution of the passive electrical properties (PEPs) of a material: conductivity (σ), permeability (μ), and
permittivity (ε). However, in most cases, conductivity has been the preferred choiceofresearchers,especially in
the field of imaging biological tissue, because this property is dominant compared withthe other two (Z. Zakaria
et al., 2012). In addition to it being ionizing-radiation-free, the use of electrode-less techniques means thatthis
soft-field modality also avoids object-electrode boundary contacts, which have become major problems in EIT
and ECT.
The MIT system comprises three parts: the sensor array (excitation coils and receiving coils), the conditioning
electronics, and the image reconstruction algorithm, as shown in Figure 1. Excitation coils function as a
transmitter, which generates an alternating primary magnetic field, Bp.
This primary field then propagates through the object of interest located within the region of interest (ROI). An
eddy current is induced within the object owing to the PEPs of the object itself. This eddy current then produces
its own field, known as the secondary magnetic field, Bs or the eddy current field. The Bs carries the information
on the PEPs distribution of a material; hence, at the receiver, only Bs is of interest.The principle of MIT is shown
in Figure 2. All physical phenomena that exist in this modality follow Maxwell’s laws, which are:
(1)
(2)
∙

(3)

∙

0

-1

-1

(4)
-2

E is the electric field [V m ],
is the frequency [rad s ], B is the magnetic field density [Wb m ], H is the
magnetic field [A m-1], D is the electric displacement field [C m-2], and
is the free electric charge density [C
m-3].
The data collected at the receiver then undergo signal conditioning for filtering and amplifying before moving to
the final step, which is the image reconstruction algorithm. At this stage, the image of the object of interest is
reconstructed in either 2D or 3D.
3. Fruit Grading System
Current technology in fruit-grading systemsis normally based on the color of the skin of the fruits (Fadilah et al.,
2012) and aroma (A. Zakaria et al., 2012). The most well-knowntechnique for detectingskin color is based on a
CCD cameraand infra-red sensor with the implementation of an artificial neural network (ANN) for the ripeness
algorithm classification.The limitation of this technique is that the ripeness of some fruitis not represented by the
skin color. The skin color of the Harumanis mango, which is very popular in Malaysia, is always green, even
when fully ripe (A. Zakaria et al., 2012), as shown in Figure 3; thus,the skin color technique is not appropriate
for this species.
As a complement to this technique, the aroma-based technique can be implemented. In this scheme, an electronic
nose is combined with an ultrasonic sensor to mimic the sensing technique used by fruit-eating bats, which use a
combination of odor-guided detection together with echolocation to distinguish ripe fruit.In some cases, the odor
does not reflect the taste of the fruit; there are cases of fruit, selected on odor and echo parameters, the taste of
which is sour and not sweet as might be assumed. To increase the accuracy of the existing Harumanis grading
system, MIT might play a role. Through the MIT imaging scheme, images of the internal structure of the fruit are
reconstructed, where intensity of color represents the stage of ripeness. In addition, this system is also
non-invasivelysensitive to the pH value of the fruit.
4. Basal Stem Rot Disease in Palm Oil Trees
Basal stem rot (BSR) is a major disease affecting Malaysian palm oil plants that is caused by
Ganodermaboninense. The disease ultimately results in the destruction of the basal tissues of these plants and
could kill up to 80% of the stand by the time the palms are halfway through their normal economic life span
(Mustapha, Mazliham, & Boursier, 2011). An example of an affected basal stem is shown in Figure 4.
Existing BSR detection techniques are complex, time-consuming, and still not fully developed. Several
researchers implemented x-ray fluorescence (XRF) techniques;however, the effects of the radiation have been
the limitation in this method (Khalid & Seman, 2009). The University of Malaysia, Perlis, introduced an
electronic nose (e-nose) detection scheme with the aim of insitu measurement (Abdullah et al., 2012). Despite its
mobility and advantages of low cost, the weaknesses of the method are the accuracy of the results, because it is
dependent on wind flow. Additionally, the odor from other affected trees mightinfluence the measurement results.
However, even if the result is accurate, the e-nose is incapable of producing internal details,such as a
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cross-sectiional image off the infected area. From theeperspective oof MIT, the intternal region oof the infected
d area
can be obttained throughh a reconstructed cross-sectioonal image. Frrom this inform
mation, treatm
ment can be foc
cused
accuratelyyon the infecteed region insteead of on the whole stem, which might reduce the coost and time of
o the
process.
5. Resin Id
dentification in
i Karas (Gah
haru) Tree
Karas or A
Aquilaria is a valuable arom
matic tree, from
m which, at a ccertain age, reesin exists insiide the stem. There
T
are many types of speccies of karas; however, theeAquilariaMallaccensisspeciees has the larrgest populatio
on in
Malaysia’ss forest comppared with thee other speciees (Najib et aal., 2010). This resin is traaded worldwid
de in
significantt volumes, whhere the price iis based on thee resin contennt and type of resin itself. High-quality ressin is
priced at oover US $30000 per kg and is used as incense, whereas thhe low-quality resin is used ffor the extractio
on of
essential ooil (Najib et al., 2012). A sam
mple of the resiin is shown in Figure 5.
There are several reporteed articles on the classificatiion technique of the resin (A
Azah & Ali, 20012) once the karas
k
tree has been cut; howeever, there hass been little w
work reported oon the non-invvasive identifiication of the resin
prior to thee cutting proceess.A current aand popular tecchnique in Souuth East Asia ffor obtaining thhe resin is norm
mally
by just cutttingthe trees. If the resin is present in largge volumes, thhen the effort is worth it; how
wever, if nothiing is
found, the tree is just abbandoned. It is important to bbear in mind thhat a karas tree takes up to 110 years or mo
ore to
grow and pproduce maturred resin in larrge volumes. C
Cutting down ttrees without aan early identiffication of the resin
quantity iss a waste of reesources. Thus, it is proposedd that MIT couuld solve this issue. Based oon the difference of
passive ellectrical propeerties between resin and noormal karas sttem tissue, M
MIT has the pootential to pro
oduce
cross-sectiional images of
o the internall structure of the stem, inclluding the resiin. Through thhis technique, only
selected trees will be cutt; hence, the kaarasresources ccould be preseerved for futuree generations.
6. Conclussion
Magnetic induction tom
mography has ggreat potential for applicatioon in the agriccultural industrry. There are many
m
advantages of this modaality, includingg being ionizinng-radiation-frree, robust, eleectrode-less annd low cost. Based
B
on its capaability, we aree confident thaat the implemeentation of MIIT modality inn agricultural w
will provide ce
ertain
improvem
ments in the moonitoring of thee quality of prooducts, while aat the same tim
me preserving tthe natural fore
est.

Figure 1. Components oof an MIT systtem (Binns, Lyyons, Peyton, & Pritchard, 20001)
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Figure 2. Principle of M
MIT modality ((Igney et al., 20005)

Fiigure 3. Skin color
c
of Harum
manis mango att different stagges of maturityy (A. Zakaria ett al., 2012)

Figure 4. A
Area of a palm oil stem affeccted by BSR diisease

Fiigure 5. Samplle of karas treee with resin
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